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December 2015 Newsletter

by Lilian Mustelier

Well, November started out pretty calm and some were amazed how smooth everything transpired. A Super El Nino had been predicted and most
forgot what this entailed, exactly. My 68th Birthday came on the 5th, with it many good wishes and cards. Each year I am surprised to still walk the
Earth. Such a multitude of ailments and yet, it appears my job as a Universal Troublemaker…as in taking some out of their comfort zone as to how
they view the world… is still in effect. For some years I have managed to present some with a 3rd option in managing their daily life, because for
some time 2+2=4, but so is 1/1/2 and 2 ½ . For MANY years I have followed the plight of Credo Mutwa, a South African Sangoma and I must tell
you it was a nice surprise to receive some new photos of him and his wife from a friend as a B-day present. He is in his 90’s and still doing his
work. Guess by some standards I am a baby….

Vusamazulu Credo Mutwa

Sangomas are legally recognized in South Africa as “traditional health practitioners”, under the Traditional Health Practitioners Act of 2007 (Act. 22
of 2007) as diviners alongside with herbalists, traditional birth attendants, and traditional surgeons.
An Igqirha is someone who has been called by their ancestors to heal, whether from their Maternal or Paternal side, they cannot be called my
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someone elses ancestors.

Strange sounds from space or was it from the Earth were recorded all around the world.

Monks started to pray all around the world…like they had a premonition of things to come and 1 Million children prayed for peace…either in Nepal
or Tibet, the exact location escapes me at the moment, and is almost irrelevant in the story.

Thank you Claus-d Blessmann For the use of the photos

The sea of children is a sight to behold.

November must have re-thought his/her position and acted normal, guess it was a bit too quiet and here came the terrible news of the Terrorist
attacks…Paris before the G4 conference in Turkey and Mali right after. Several other countries experienced attacks but very little was talked about
that. The total of people killed in November 2015 was just above 115,000. That is NOT counting people shot and murdered just “because”.
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As seen here the world rallied around anything French and with that the airstrikes increased and with that people died because they are Collateral
Damage.

While all this was taking up the news for days and right in-between falling trees, flying objects, power outages, lack of any kind of communications
and severe flooding of many streets and fields all around me I managed to post the following:

I wonder if today’s events in Paris is what I “saw” in the 2015 predictions. The updated is directly below in the comments. It is
unusual for me to perceive things abroad since the Predictions are for the USA, unless it will effect us some way.
The Band playing was an American Band: Eagles of Death Metal, maybe that was the connection, But I am not sure at this time. It
is similar in Energy to 9.11 in as much as it will change the paradigm as to how we look and prepare, especially Europe.

As soon as power was restored I updated my post:

In the 2001 Predictions I “saw” Birds. Turned out they were planes. Birds out of Metal.
In the 2015 Predictions I “saw” Birds. Turned out it was Eagles of Death Metal. The band that was playing connected with
the tragedy in Paris.
Took me ALL DAY to figure it out!

My Kindle has a battery life of 16 hours. While waiting for the storm to pass and my power to return I had my Kindle read 167 pages of my book:
The Big P.
In a way I was in AWE to discover that nothing ever changes, in as-much as this book covers several years of previous newsletters and there it
was! Such similar stories occurred in 2007 and 2003, take your pick. The statement that it has never been that bad is totally inaccurate. Reading
about something, remembering something and experiencing it, while said events take place, are 3 different stages. I know that Mother Earth is a
living Entity and of course…she will repeat certain cycles. The behavior of humans living on her is another story. The cycle repeats, repeats.
Repeats. BY CHOICE!

While politicians pretend to look for answers and utilizing the Traumatic events for their own agendas, the main population is sent into fear and
people die as collateral damage. Officially there are no easy answers and like always the Musicians came to the forefront with another: SHINING A
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LIGHT Concert. This one included
Zac Brown Band, Eric Church, Jamie Foxx, Rhianna, Tori Kelly, Bruce Springsteen, Ferrell Williams, L.L. Cool J, Morgan Freeman and many
others. It gave them and many of us the knowing that someone was doing something and had a voice. This years Concert was to speak out
against Police Brutality. Even though it was the original intent, to some of us it felt like it was a statement against ALL violence. It buffered the
helpless feeling we all have and the timing turned out to be perfect.

One of our local stations aired a show: Searching for Ramptha. I thought I would take a look, since her School Of Enlightenment is located only 11
miles from here. Please note, I am NOT a fan of J.Z.Knight. The show was so disrespectful and misleading that I was ashamed a local producer
disrespected this woman like that. It reminded me how hard it is to have conversations with some about paranormal or the excepted norm of
religious belief systems. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Z._Knight

For 2 weeks I searched and requested help from my Christian friends with a Bible scripture I was looking for. Unfortunately I cannot follow my
original intent to quote the scripture directly, so I will tell you the story. Gog and Magog were ancient kingdoms. As many times before they were
making war. As they were busy killing each other they neglected to pay attention as to what else was happening around them. Out of the
“Heavens” some beings watched them and compared the battling factions to croaking frogs. It meant to me just how ridiculous wars are. I intended
to bring this story into present day by comparison, so this is the best I can do. We must really behave like croaking frogs to the rest of our space
neighbors. If this does not ring true with you that is OK, Myself I think it is rather naive for me to think we are the only species in the vast, wonderful
creation of the Universe. The prophets of ancient times must have really had their work cut out for them, they “SAW” many things not even
invented.

As we approach the ending of another year without having ran ourselves into extinction I hope we will reflect on some of our actions since we are
accountable as a collective Human race.

In 2001 My granddaughter and I were painting my kitchen. As I stood way up on the ladder my phone rang. It was one of several NUNS I used to
do readings for. She had been transferred to Kuwait and wanted to check on me to see how September 11th 2001 affected me. She said she was
praying for us all and the people who lost their lives were now the Angels holding up the Earth for us.

Love and Light
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Lilian

Here is a video with the strange sounds heard by so many I made reference to.
https://www.facebook.com/UnexplainedStrangeSounds/

A video to show what it looks like to encounter so many refugees walking in order to get to safety instead of becoming Collateral damage.

Prediction update for 2015

Predictions for 2016…… of which are already happening
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The latest Show of 2015 which explains what is sometimes involved in being a soldier. It is dedicated to the 22 vets per DAY who kill themselves.

And if that is not enough, here is a copy of the book The Big P I was reading during the power outage. See for yourself how nothing ever changes.
Click on the link for free download.
http://www.highstrangeness.tv/library/bigp.pdf

Original article from:
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